




a Japanese Context in American
and Other Countries' Organizations
Using the ProQuest Database
??????? ?
This paper studies the managerial application and development of the
5S concept. Originally developed in Japan, 5S stands for seiri(organization),
seiton(neatness), seiso(cleaning), seiketsu(standardization) and shitsuke
(discipline). This research aims to identify and present key concepts of
5S from American and other countries' management perspectives. By
covering a lot of newspapers, theses, academic journals and commercial
journals based on the ProQuest Database, the research found several key
concepts behind the Japanese approach to 5S management. These ¯ndings
demonstrate the importance of both the technical and philosophical
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?????????? 5S????????????????? Fabrizon &
Tapping[2006]?Hirano[1993]??? Peterson[1998]???????????
???????????????????????????????????
?Fabrizio & Tapping??5S? S????????????????????
??????????????
(1) Sort? \When in doubt, move it out."
?????????????????????????????????
(2) Set in order? \A place for everything, with everything in its place."
???????????????????????????????????
(3) Shine? \Make it clean and keep it clean."
?????????????????
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????Investment Weekly News, 2011??
(b) ?????????????????????????????????
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(a) ??????????????????????????????????




























(c) 10???????????????? 3???? 5S????????
?????????????????????????????????
5S???????????????????????????????
?Walden University, Ph.D., 2005??
6-4 ????
(a) ??? (a)????Business Wire, 2011??
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????????????????????????? 95.6%?????
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?????????\Continuous Improvement" management class??
?????????????????????? 5????? 8? 9?

































































???????????????Capella University, Ph.D., 2011??















































??????? 6??? S? safety???? 6S?????????????









??????? ISO 14001????????????????? 5S????
??????? EMS?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
5S??????? JIT??? TQM???????????? EMS???
???????????????
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